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Abstract

Transformer based large-language models (LLMs) display extreme proficiency with
language yet a precise understanding of how they work remains elusive. One way
of demystifying transformer predictions would be to describe how they depend on
their context in terms of simple template functions. This paper takes a first step in
this direction by considering families of functions (i.e. rules) formed out of simple
N -gram based statistics of the training data. By studying how well these rulesets
approximate transformer predictions, we obtain a variety of novel discoveries: a
simple method to detect overfitting during training without using a holdout set, a
quantitative measure of how transformers progress from learning simple to more
complex statistical rules over the course of training, a model-variance criterion
governing when transformer predictions tend to be described by N -gram rules, and
insights into how well transformers can be approximated by N -gram rulesets in
the limit where these rulesets become increasingly complex. In this latter direction,
we find that for 78% of LLM next-token distributions on TinyStories, their top-1
predictions agree with those provided by our N -gram rulesets.

1 Introduction

This paper is an attempt to answer the following

Question: How does a transformer-based large language model (LLM) make use of its context when
predicting the next token?

Our approach proceeds via studying the statistical properties of training data. This is perhaps the
most natural place to start even though it is not exhaustive (e.g. it does not include in-context
learning (Brown et al., 2020)). The reasons to understand LLM behavior in terms of the statistics
of their training data are plenty. First, the functional form of how LLMs use their training data is
not well-understood (though there has been progress on understanding memorization (Nasr et al.,
2023; Carlini et al., 2023)). Second, the over-reliance of LLMs on training data statistics leads
to brittleness (e.g. the “reversal curse" (Berglund et al., 2024)) and the perpetuation of dataset
biases (Gallegos et al., 2024). Understanding the nature of this statistical dependence can lead to
improved and more informed dataset curation and training methods. Finally, in various scenarios, the
performance of LLMs on downstream tasks are found to be correlated with frequency of relevant
training data (Razeghi et al., 2022; Elazar et al., 2023; Kandpal et al., 2023; Kang and Choi, 2023).
A better understanding of this phenomenon would allow better steering of models towards desired
performance levels.

We can think of the complexity of an LLM next token prediction (regarded as a probability distribution
over tokens) along two axes: form and selection. Form refers to the functional form of the prediction
as a function of the context, e.g. whether the prediction is some explicit function of associated
training data statistics (see Figure 1). Selection refers to which functional form, chosen from a set
of functional templates, suitably describes the transformer prediction (supposing the choice set is
sufficiently rich). As a first nontrivial step, one might hope that an approximate model for an LLM
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Figure 1: Illustration of rule approximation. Given a context, different N -gram based rules formed
out of the context will yield different next-token predictive distributions. In the above example,
the context consists of three tokens. The first rule uses all three tokens of the context and makes a
prediction based on the corresponding 4-gram rule derived from the training data; the second rule
uses only the first and last tokens to form a corresponding 3-gram rule (and so the next token “slept"
will be assigned less weight than the first rule since the “tired" token is ignored); and the third rule
makes a prediction using the N -gram statistics obtained from aggregating over three token contexts
from the training data where the second token is arbitrary (i.e. the second token is marginalized).
Given a list of such rules, one can ask which rule’s predictive distribution best matches that of the
transformer.

is that each of its next token predictions can be roughly described by simple statistical rules from
the context (simple form) even if the mechanism for its rule selection remains hidden (complex
selection)1. This paper is an attempt to see how far this perspective can be pushed, and fortuitously
we obtain additional insights for understanding LLM behavior along the way. The statistical rules
we consider, which are based on N -grams, are defined in Section 4, with Figure 1 showing some
examples.

We perform our main investigations on the TinyStories (Eldan and Li, 2023) dataset, with supporting
experiments on Wikipedia to confirm our results remain robust at larger scales. The use of TinyStories
is for practical reasons: its small size makes training models and aggregating N -gram statistics
computationally efficient, yet it is complex enough to capture basic natural language statistics (those
occurring in simple children’s stories).

Below is a summary of our observations and contributions:

1. (Approximation-Variance Association) We observe an approximation-variance association
indicating that next token LLM predictions that have low variance (across different training
runs2) tend to be well-approximated by N -gram rules. (Section 5)

2. (Curriculum Learning Dynamics) By grouping our N -gram rulesets in terms of complexity
(as measured by the amount of context they use), we discover the various ways in which the
learning dynamics of LLMs implement a statistical type of curriculum learning, in which
easier rules are eventually supplanted by more complex ones. (Section 6.1)

3. (Overfitting Criterion) Based on our analysis of approximating LLM predictions by N -gram
rules, we propose a simple and novel procedure for detecting overfitting of LLMs during
training. The procedure makes no use of holdout data and it makes quantatively precise the
intuition that overfitting corresponds to a model memorizing long context at the expense
being able to generalize through making use of subcontext. (Section 6.2)

4. (Approximation Strength) We study how well LLM predictions can be approximated by our
N -gram rulesets, noting that significant gains in top1-accuracy occur as we increase ruleset

1It is important to emphasize that we seek a descriptive approximation of a transformer, rather than an
explanatory one. A description merely requires that we can provide a post-hoc, per-instance approximation of
transformer predictions in terms of an available rule; an explanation means we provide reasons for and thus can
predict in advance why and when a particular rule approximates transformer predictions. Hence, we make the
distinction between form (description) and selection (explanation).

2Different runs have different dataset shuffles.
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complexity and diversity, whereby we achieve up to 78% top-1 accuracy on TinyStories
(Table 2). We also visually ground these approximations with concrete examples (Figure 5),
which may form the basis for dataset attribution methods in future work. (Section 7)

2 Related Work

Rule extraction methods for neural networks have been studied in quite different settings, e.g.
(Jacobsson, 2005; Mcmillan et al., 1991). Some recent works have performed N -gram analyses for
large-language models in the setting of in-context learning (Akyürek et al., 2024) and associative
recall (Arora et al., 2023). The “infini-gram" model (Liu et al., 2024) compares LLM predictions with
the single N -gram rule given by retrieving the largest possible matching context from the training
data. Our work uses shorter but more sophisticated N -gram rules. In (Voita et al., 2023), an approach
to understanding how LLMs process N -grams is carried out at the level of individual neurons. This
complements our dataset-based work, which treat models as a black box. In (Edelman et al., 2024),
the evolution of the type of N -gram statistics that transformers learn during training is analyzed in
the setting of synthetic Markov chain data, in contrast to our natural language setting. Other works
studying the learning trajectory of language models include (Chen et al., 2024; Choshen et al., 2022).
There is a large literature on building more sophisticated N -gram models, e.g. (Kneser and Ney,
1995; Goodman, 2001). Such models could have been incorporated into our set of rules, but for
simplicity we choose not to include them.

3 Experimental Setup

We train standard decoder-only transformer models on the TinyStories (Eldan and Li, 2023) dataset
(480M tokens) consisting of children’s stories synthetically generated from GPT-4 using templated
prompts. The value of this dataset lies in its linguistic simplicity, whereby it is possible to model
language well on the dataset using very small models. Unless stated otherwise, our experiments
use a 160M parameter model trained for 4 epochs, which achieves a loss of around 1.11 nats on the
validation set. We train for 4 epochs since we use learning rate warmup and cosine learning rate
decay and we want to ensure all datapoints receive updates with a high learning rate (this way all
N -gram statistics have a fair chance of being learned during training). For overfitting experiments
in Section 6.2, we train a 1.4B model for 10 epochs. In the Appendix, we include some additional
corresponding experiments on Wikipedia (from MassiveText (Rae et al., 2022)) with a single epoch
of training in order to validate that our results are of a general nature and extend to more complex
datasets. For a fixed dataset, the only source of randomness among different runs are different dataset
shuffles. Full experimental details are described in the Appendix.

4 N -Gram Rules

The attention layer within a transformer is in essence a soft context-selection mechanism. The
N -gram rules we consider will be loosely modeled on this mechanism. Namely, given a context
we will form a derived context in which each token will either be kept, discarded, or marginalized,
which is meant to mimic positive attention, no attention, and semantic invariance3, respectively. More
formally, we proceed as follows:

Given a regular expression4 α, all contexts from the training data can be retrieved which match the
regular expression. This allows us to define a corresponding rule that defines for us a distribution
over tokens t:

Rα(t) =
#{αt}
#{α∗}

(1)

3For instance, the next token distribution for the context “... the tired dog" may be insensitive to replacing
“tired" with “brown" or “furry". Statistics which thus marginalize over all extant substitutions for “tired" yield a
crude but generally applicable way of capturing semantic invariance. One can imagine an attention mechanism
for which there is a many-to-one mapping of keys to a particular value that might implement semantic invariance.

4Our regular expressions operate on tokens not string characters, since our contexts are formed out of
sequences of tokens.
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where the numerator and denominator are the counts for the N -grams from the training data matching
the concatenated regular expressions αt and α∗, respectively, where ∗ is wildcard (single) character
match5. (Thus the N -grams in the numerator end with t while those in the denominator can end
with any token.) Observe that the next-token predictions of a vanilla N -gram model are obtained by
letting Rα(t) vary over all ordinary token sequences α of length N − 1.

Given σ, a symbol from the the alphabet {∗,−,+}, consider the following operation which maps a
token t to a regular expression:

Sσ(t) =


t σ = +

∗ σ = ∗
ϵ σ = −

(2)

where ϵ is the empty regular expression. Given now a sequence σ = σ−N · · ·σ−2σ−1, define Sσ on
a sequence of tokens C = C−N · · ·C−2C−1 by tokenwise application of (2) and concatenation6:

Sσ(C) = Sσ−N
(C−N ) · · ·Sσ−2

(C−2)Sσ−1
(C−1). (3)

Thus (3) defines a regular expression which we can think of as fuzzy matching for a subset of a
context C (the fuzziness arising from the presence of wildcard matches). For notational convenience,
we assume σ is left padded with − symbols, so that we can define Sσ(C) for len(σ) < len(C).
Finally, define

Rσ(t|C) = RSσ(C)(t) (4)

for C with len(C) ≥ len(σ). The collection of (4) for various σ defines our N -gram rules under
consideration7. Each such rule is a function which maps a context C to a next token distribution. We
refer to Sσ(C) as the rule context for Rσ(t|C).

As concrete examples, let σ = +− ∗+. If C = C−5C−4C−3C−2C−1, then Sσ(C) = C−4 ∗ C−1

and

R+−∗+(t|C) =
#{C−4 ∗ C−1t}
#{C−4 ∗ C−1∗}

(5)

is a rule which yields a next token distribution based on a particular combination of 4-gram model
statistics: it retrieves all three token contexts in the training data whose first token is C−4 and last
token is C−1 and marginalizes over the second token. Likewise, the rules

R++−−(t|C) =
#{C−4C−3t}
#{C−4C−3∗}

R++∗∗ =
#{C−4C−3 ∗ ∗t}
#{C−4C−3 ∗ ∗∗}

(6)

are respectively a trigram model with context C−4C−3 (all other tokens receiving a − are dropped)
and a model which uses four tokens of context but marginalizes over the two most recent ones.

When σ consists of all + symbols, we get vanilla N -gram rules derived from the suffix of C. When
σ consists of ± symbols, we get vanilla N -gram rules derived from subsets of C. Varying the length
and the entries of σ yields the following rulesets8:

Rsuffix
M = {Rσ(t|·) : |σ| ≤ M,σi = + for all i} (7)

Rsubgram
M = {Rσ(t|·) : |σ| ≤ M,σi = ± for all i} (8)

Rall
M = {Rσ(t|·) : |σ| ≤ M}. (9)

The parameter M controls how much of the context is being used for the rules.

5We use ∗ (i.e. glob notation) instead of the standard . symbol for readability purposes.
6The empty regular expression does nothing under concatenation and does not contribute to the length of the

resulting sequence.
7For σ = ∅, we define Rσ to be the unigram distribution.
8There is some redundancy among the σ’s in terms of the rules they determine: for instance, in between any

two + consecutive symbols, permuting the order of − and * will determine the same rule. Also in practice,
we can assume the first entry of σ is a + since marginalizing the first token is equivalent to reducing the
context length. From this, it follows that the number of distinct rules in Rall

M is 2, 5, 13, 34, 89, 233, 378, for
M = 1, . . . , 7, respectively.
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optimal rule distance: the minimum (possibly aver-
aged over runs) distance between LLM predictions
and rule predictions

min
r∈R

avgid(pi(t|C), pr(t|C))

optimal rule: a rule achieving the optimal distance argmin
r∈R

avgid(pi(t|C), pr(t|C))

model variance: the average of the pairwise dis-
tance between LLM predictive distributions over
different runs

avg
i,j

distinct runs

d(pi(t|C), pj(t|C))

Table 1: Terminology associated to a context C. Here, R is some reference ruleset under considera-
tion.

5 Approximating Transformer Predictions with Rules

Let p(t|C) denote the next-token distribution of an LLM conditioned on the context C and for
notational similarly, write pr(t|C) for r(t|C), where r is one of the rules defined in Section 4. We
wish to measure how similar these distributions are (higher similarity corresponds to a better rule
description). To that end, we use the variational distance to measure the difference of two distributions
(we discuss our choice in the Appendix):

d(p, q) =
1

2

∑
i

|pi − qi|. (10)

Since variational distance may be lacking in concrete interpretability, we will sometimes use top1-
accuracy to measure similarity, defined by

top1-acc(p, q) =
|argmax(p) ∩ argmax(q)|
|argmax(p) ∪ argmax(q)|

(11)

(in general, the argmax of a probability distribution is a set due to potential ties among maximal
probabilities). When the argmaxes in (11) are singletons, top1-accuracy just measures agreement
between greedy predictions.

Given a context C, we want to understand how d(p(t|C), pr(t|C)) varies with different rules r and
in particular if it can be made small. To that end, we introduce some terminology:

We are interested in determining the optimal rule pr(t|C) (as defined in Table 1) and if it has small
optimal rule distance then we regard the rule as being a good description of the corresponding
transformer prediction(s) pi(t|C).9 As a first step, note there is a distinguished rule

pfull(t|C) =
#{Ct}
#{C∗}

(12)

whose rule context is the full unmodified context C.10 This is because (roughly) the language-
modeling objective aims to make p(t|C) similar to pfull(t|C).11 All other rules in our rulesets are
“subleading" in that they drop or marginalize over tokens in the context C. Our goal is to quantify
which rules, either (12) or subleading ones, are optimal rules and what their optimal rule distances
are.

Our main finding is an approximation-variance association: contexts with low model-variance tend
to have low optimal rule distance. The surprising aspect of this association is the sufficiency of
low model-variance (necessity is a given).12 We present the case of 7-gram contexts in Figure 2
to corroborate this association, with additional examples relegated to the Appendix. We sample

9In practice, we will only have one model available and our optimal rules are computed per-context and
per-model. In this section, we have available five models from five runs for use in computing optimal quantities.

10That is, pfull(t|C) is the invokation of the rule corresponding to σ = + · · ·+ ∈ Rsuffix
|C| applied to C.

11See Section C for additional discussion.
12Predictions which have high variance cannot be well approximated by a single model-independent rule. We

use five runs in our analysis here since approximation by a rule that remains fixed across models yields a fortiori
approximation by a per-model rule.
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around six-thousand 7-grams from the training data, sampling from logarithmically spaced buckets
based on counts, and plot various relations between counts, model variances, and rule distances. For
simplicitly, we consider the ruleset R = Rsuffix

7 to limit the number of rules under consideration. Our
analysis of Figure 2 can be summarized as follows:

Plot (d) summarizes our approximation-variance association. There is a clear positive correlation and
reasonable fit between optimal rule distance vs model variance when using the ruleset Rsuffix

7 . This fit
weakens due to many outliers if we only consider the single pfull rule (a vanilla 8-gram model) as
shown in (b). These outliers correspond to many LLM predictions being poorly approximated by pfull.
The transition from (b) to (d) is a way of visualizing LLMs performing back-off, whereby LLMs
rely on statistics from subsets of the context. We include plots (a) and (c) to highlight how replacing
model-variance with the count of a context would lead to a much worse fit. We highlight count of the
context C because it is the most obvious and naive measure of how well one should expect p(t|C) to
match the rule pfull(t|C). Nevertheless, the weak correlation between count and distance measures
makes sense: an LLM can make predictions based on subcontexts of C and those subcontexts can
have very different count statistics than those of C.

We believe our approximation-variance association and its corresponding analyses have significance
beyond the experiments carried out here since they (i) highlight that naive count-based statistics do
not provide the strongest signal in terms of how LLMs leverage dataset statistics (ii) suggest that
LLM predictions that have low-variance are likely the ones that are amenable to description (or even
explanation) by some underlying dataset statistic (with high-variance predictions being regarded as
noise). We leave a more systematic exploration of (ii) to future work.
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Figure 2: TinyStories 7-grams. Every point in the above plots represents a 7-gram context. Shaded
regions are plots obtained by bucketing along the x-axis and computing one standard deviation within
the mean along the y-axis. Slope and R2 values of plots are with respect to the linear fit of the data
given by their axes. Optimal rule distances and model variances are computed with respect to five
model runs. (a): d(p(t|C), pfull(t|C)) vs count of C. (b): d(p(t|C), pfull(t|C)) vs model variance.
(c): model variance vs count of C. (d): similar to (b) but now the y-axis is optimal rule distance of
the optimal rule from Rsuffix

7 .
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6 Learning Dynamics

6.1 Curriculum Learning

We can track how well LLM predictions are described by our N -gram rules over the course of training
by tracking optimal rule distance as a function of train step. Here optimal rule distance is defined as
in Table 1 with R any of the rulesets (7)-(9), and we will measure how optimal rule distances vary
with maximum context length M (the resulting analyses are similar for “all", “subgram", and “suffix"
rules so we show our analysis for “all").

Figure 3 summarizes our results. Early in training, LLM predictions acquire structure and thus
become approximable by rule predictors. However, with further training, LLM predictions eventually
diverge from simpler rules (small context length) while continuing to increase in similarity with
more complex rules (larger context length). Moreover, the rightmost plot of Figure 3 shows that
top1-acc(p(t|C), pr(t|C)) increases over the course of training for optimal r ∈ Rall

M (for M > 1)
showing that the rule selection improves with time. Altogether, this shows that LLMs undergo a
curriculum style learning, in which their predictions gradually move away from simpler rules to more
complex and effective rules.
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Figure 3: Training Dynamics. Left: Models reach their lowest distance to more complex rules later
in training. For rules with four tokens of context or less, the variational distance eventually starts
increasing later in training. For six and seven tokens of context, the variational distance continues
to decrease. Center & Right: The optimal rule selected always has nonincreasing distance and
nondecreasing top1-accuracy relative to the ground truth (interpreted as a one-hot distribution),
despite distances eventually increasing or plateauing for rules with less than six tokens of context.
This shows that the optimal rule selection is improving with additional training even if the optimal rule
distance with respect to model predictions is not improving. (One can imagine the rule predictions
as a mesh in probability space, with LLM predictions navigating this space through training. The
distance to the mesh may plateau but which rule is closest can continue to change.)

6.2 Early Stopping Criterion

Our investigations of approximating LLMs with rules given by limited contexts naturally lead us to
consider LLMs with limited context. The latter have predictive distributions given by

pn(t|C) = p(t|C−n · · ·C−1) (13)

where n is the maximum context length. In Figure 4, we plot the loss of an LLM trained to overfit
(train loss decreases while validation loss increases) along with its limited context versions for
1 ≤ n ≤ 7. For the limited context models with n > 1, we see that on both the train and validation
set, the two respective loss curves track each other closely and both eventually go up. This suggests
the following picture: an overfitting LLM is spending capacity to minimize train loss by memorizing
the full context at the expense of using capacity to learn statistics of subcontext, i.e. the reduced
context in (13). This manifests itself both during training (where subcontext arises from a subset of a
larger memorized context) and during validation (where subcontext arises from the partial overlap
between novel context and the train set).

Our discovery suggests a simple and computationally inexpensive early stopping criterion: during
training, evaluate the transformer on train data consisting of short contexts and when this quantity
begins increasing, stop training. Significantly, this method involves no holdout set and is a training
dataset intrinsic criterion.
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Figure 4: Overfitting Detection. We plot both train loss (solid lines) and validation loss (dashed
lines) for the full transformer and limited context length transformers (the latter are marked with
an “x" for emphasis) on TinyStories. Unlike the full transformer which overfits, those with limited
context length have train and validation loss curves closely following each other.

7 Rule Peformance

Finally, addressing our main question from the introduction, we track how well our rulesets describe
LLM predictions (in the sense of Section 5) as a whole at inference time. Here, the utility of our
N -gram rules defined in Section 4 becomes apparent, since on a holdout set, there will be novel
contexts and being able to drop or marginalize context tokens aid in being able to retrieve or aggregate
corresponding training dataset statistics. In Table 2, we show the average top1-accuracy between
the optimal rule from our various rulesets and LLM predictions on 100 random stories from the
validation set. Here, we include as baseline backoffM , the single rule given by the predictive model
which performs “stupid backoff" (Brants et al., 2007) using M tokens of context.13

We see significant gains in accuracy at large M when adding additional types of rules (for M = 7 we
gain 6% each time in going from “suffix" to “subgram" to “all"). In the end, we are able to obtain 78%
top1-accuracy between the per-prediction optimal rule and the LLM predictions, averaged over all
tokens. This is perhaps a remarkably high figure, considering that the top1 accuracy of the model with
respect to the ground truth on the validation set is 69.6%. At minimum, we have provided a precise
quantification of structure in LLM next-token predictions: they are often matched (as measured by
top token prediction) by some simple N -gram rule derived from the training data. See Section D.1
for some supplementary analysis.

To ground our rule optimization procedure, we provide Figure 5 which shows side-by-side how LLM
predictions compare with ground truth and optimal rule predictions in an example heldout story.
For instance, for the target token “climb” in “... Roxy loved to climb”, both the LLM and
optimal rule Rα predict “play”, where α = “. * loved to”. For target token “climb” in “...
She climbed”, the LLM predicts “would" whereas the ground truth and Rα predict “climb”,
where α = “loved to climb * She”. In general, optimal rules provide the closest statistical
match from the training data to the given LLM predictive distributions (from amongst our rulesets),
and their top1-predictions can agree or disagree agree (as indicated by target token color). Additional
examples, including those from Wikipedia, are shown in Section D. For interpretability purposes, we
re-emphasize that our optimal rules currently only provide descriptions, not explanations. We leave
the possibility of the latter for future work.

8 Conclusions and Limitations

Our work provides quantitative measures of how well the predictions of transformer-based LLMs are
described (i.e. approximated) by simple N -gram rules. Such rules were motivated by the simplest
token-level operations applied to the context (keep, ignore, or marginalize). The results we obtained
in Section 7 imply that, at least on simple datasets like TinyStories and Wikipedia, LLM predictions
contain much quantifiable structure insofar that they often can be described in terms of our simple

13That is, pbackoffM (t|C) = pfull(t|C−k · · ·C−1) where k ≤ M is the largest value for which C−k · · ·C−1

occurs in the training data.
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<BOS> ('<BOS>',) 2118438
Once ('<BOS>', 'Once') 1426581
 upon ('<BOS>', 'Once', ' upon') 1258475

 a ('<BOS>', 'Once', ' upon', ' a') 1257566
 time (' upon', '*', ' time') 1258929

, ('Once', ' upon', '*', ' time', ',') 976071
 there  in (' upon', ' a', ' time', ',', ' in') 30487

 a (' a', ' time', ',', ' in', ' a') 29850
 small  big (' a', '*', ',', ' in', '*', ' big') 7036

 forest (' time', ',', ' in', ' a', ' big', ' forest') 2623
, (' time', ',', ' in', ' a', ' big', '*', ',') 5240

 there (',', '*', ' a', '*', '*', ',', ' there') 22610
 was  lived (' a', '*', ' forest', ',', ' there', '*') 3419

 a (' big', ' forest', ',', ' there', ' lived', ' a') 907
 little  rh (',', ' there', '*', ' a', ' rh') 256

in (' rh', 'in') 9748
oc (',', ' there', ' lived', ' a', ' rh', 'in', 'oc') 36

eros (' lived', ' a', '*', 'in', '*', 'eros') 41
 named , .  named (' rh', 'in', 'oc', 'eros', ' named') 236

 R (' rh', 'in', 'oc', 'eros', ' named', ' R') 93
emy oxy (' rh', '*', ' named', '*') 1

. ('in', 'oc', 'eros', ' named', ' R', '*', '.') 73
 R (' named', ' R', 'oxy', '.', ' R') 4

oxy ('eros', ' named', ' R', '*', '.', ' R', '*') 72
 was  loved (' named', ' R', 'oxy', '.', '*', ' loved') 2

 to ('.', '*', ' loved', ' to') 279605
 play  climb ('.', '*', '*', ' loved', ' to', ' climb') 583

 trees . ('.', '*', ' loved', ' to', '*', '.') 4586
 One ,  Every  She (' loved', ' to', ' climb', '*', ' She') 114

 would ,  climbed  climbed (' loved', ' to', ' climb', '.', ' She', ' climbed') 32
 trees (' loved', ' to', ' climb', '.', '*', ' climbed', ' trees') 31

, (' to', '*', '.', ' She', '*', ' trees', ',') 29
 rocks (' climb', '.', ' She', ' climbed', '*', ' rocks') 1

, ('.', ' She', ' climbed', ',', '*', ',') 1
 and (' climbed', ' trees', '*', '*', ',', ' and') 22

 even  hills (' trees', ',', '*', ' and', '*') 1739
. (' trees', ',', ' and', ' hills', '.') 4

 One ,  Still  One (',', '*', '.', ' One') 3284
 day (' rocks', ',', ' and', '*', '.', ' One', ' day') 25

, (',', ' and', '*', ' day') 3250
 R ,  she  R (' day', ' R') 63

oxy , over oxy ('.', ' One', '*', ',', ' R', '*') 390
 saw  found (' day', ',', ' R', '*', ' found') 87

 a  an (' One', ' day', ',', '*', ' found', ' an') 2500
 unusual ,  old  icy (' day', ',', '*', '*', ' an', ' icy') 33

 pond  hill (',', ' R', '*', '*', '*', '*', ' hill') 3
. (' R', '*', ' an', '*', '.') 2

 She (' found', ' an', ' icy', '*', '.', ' She') 5
 thought  had (' found', ' an', ' icy', '*', '.', ' She', ' had') 1

 never (' hill', '*', '*', ' had', ' never') 66
 seen (' hill', '.', '*', ' had', ' never', ' seen') 24

 it  anything (' hill', '.', ' She', ' had', ' never', ' seen', ' anything') 2
 like ('.', ' She', ' never', ' seen', ' anything', ' like') 1
 it (' had', ' never', '*', ' like', '*') 27

 before (' had', ' never', '*', ' anything', ' like', ' before') 2
. (' never', '*', ' anything', ' like', ' before', '.') 2

Predictions
(transformer / rule) Ground truth + Rule distance Rule context count

0.25 0.50 0.75

Figure 5: Rule selection for a TinyStories validation sequence. The above is a sequence from a
heldout story. In the second and third columns are the ground truth, token by token, along with the
rule context (as defined in Section 4) associated to the optimal rule from Rall

7 . The heatmap indicates
the variational distance between optimal rule and LLM next token distributions at the given token.
The first column shows at most two tokens, which are chosen as follows: If the LLM top-1 prediction
disagrees with the ground truth, the LLM prediction is shown. If in addition, the rule selected makes a
different top-1 prediction from the transformer, that token is also shown and the corresponding ground
truth token is colored red. Thus red tokens are precisely the locations of disagreement between LLM
and optimal rule greedy predictions. The last column shows the number of contexts supporting the
optimal rule.

statistical rules. Along the way, we also obtained novel discoveries into the statistical nature of
overfitting, the occurrence of curriculum learning, and the relation between model-variance and
approximability by N -gram rules. Altogether then, our work provides various avenues of progress in
understanding how simple dataset statistics are reflected in LLM behavior.
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ruleset / M 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Rall

M 30.1 44.9 54.3 62.4 68.8 74.0 77.9
Rsubgram

M 30.1 44.6 53.1 60.0 64.8 68.4 71.0
Rsuffix

M 30.1 44.4 52.2 57.8 61.5 63.8 65.5
backoffM 30.1 42.5 48.7 52.6 54.6 55.8 56.6

Table 2: Approximation Strength. We look at the average top1-accuracy of the optimal rule versus
LLM predictions for rules of varying strength and maximum context length. We compute this average
over each token prediction from 100 random validation stories (around 22K tokens total).

On the other hand, it is intuitively clear that current state-of-the-art LLMs go well beyond invoking
N -gram rules. A typical request to perform a nontrivial task (e.g. “Write a thirty line poem about
mathematics that rhymes") requires a high-level conceptual understanding of language that goes
beyond simple literal token-level associations between the context and the training data that we
consider here. Nevertheless, one can speculate that an analogue of our work could still apply: in
general, an LLM might be performing some high-level rule application, whereby statistics formed
out of distributional categories (Pereira et al., 1993) instead of individual tokens are leveraged from
the context. Formulating a correct and parsimonious set of rules, if it is at all possible, would be a
nontrivial challenge to overcome and one which we leave to future work. Addressing such a challenge
and being able to promote the descriptive approximations provided here to explanatory ones would
provide a next step towards understanding how LLMs work.
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A Choice of Distance Measure

We choose variational distance since it is a symmetric and bounded distance function (unlike the KL
divergence). Symmetry means we do not have to make a choice between computing the distance
between model predictions and rule predictions or vice versa. Boundedness ensures that when we
measure average distance across tokens, large outliers do not dominate the average. In fact, for
the KL divergence, since KL(p||q) is infinite when p > 0 wherever q = 0, were we to use KL
divergence, we would have to set p equal to rule predictions and q equal to model predictions (since
rule predictions are typically sparse). To avoid such constraints and potential pathologies, we choose
the variational distance as our metric. We find that other measures like Jensen-Shannon distance give
similar results. It is worth noting that while the L∞-metric often gives similar results, it has a failure
mode when comparing two very high entropy distributions. If p and q are two distributions such that
pi and qi are all small, then their L∞ distance will be small even though their variational distance
can be large.

B Additional Experimental Details

Our transformer architecture and training procedure is based on that of Chinchilla (Hoffmann et al.,
2024). The architecture hyperparameters are as follows:

Model Layers Number Heads dkey/dvalue dmodel

160M 12 16 64 896
1.4B 24 16 128 2048

Table 3: Model Specifications

We use a linear learning rate warmup of 1000 steps up to a maximum value of 2× 10−4 and then use
a cosine learning rate decay. We use weighted Adam optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) with
weight decay 10−4. Our models are trained using TPU accelerators. The 160M models use 16 TPU
accelerators while the 1.4B models use 64 TPU accelerators (to exploit data parallelism) per run. We
use a batch size of 128 sequences with each sequence consisting of 2048 tokens.

Our training datasets (TinyStories and MassiveText Wikipedia) are prepared as follows. After tok-
enizing the individual documents (stories for TinyStories and articles for Wikipedia), we concatenate
them all into one long sequence, with each document separated by the ⟨BOS⟩ token14. The full
sequence is then subdivided into contiguous sequences of length 2048 (with padding as needed) and
then shuffled to form a static dataset of shuffled sequences. We refer to the previous procedure as
“chunking". Crucially, observe that chunking results in most sequences not starting with the ⟨BOS⟩
token (hence a model will be trained to predict the next token conditioned on incomplete contexts, as
desired).

For TinyStories experiments, we train 160M models for 4 epochs except for the overfitting experiments
where we train 1.4B models for 10 epochs. We use the train and validation splits provided by
HuggingFace15. For Wikipedia experiments, we train a 1.4B model for a single epoch. We have train
and validation splits based on using choosing random sets of disjoint documents. Our Wikipedia train
set has 4.4B tokens. In places where we perform several training runs (Section 5), the only source of
variance (randomness) among the runs are different dataset shuffles.

Our tokenizer16 uses byte-pair encoding trained on MassiveText with a vocabulary size of 32,678.

B.1 N -gram statistics

The computation of N -gram statistics of the training data is formed after chunking (as described
above), so that they correspond to the N -gram statistics seen by models during training. In particular,
tokens which are contiguous in a story but separated by the chunking will not contribute to the

14Attention masks are used so that tokens only attend to those from the same document
15Available at https://huggingface.co/datasets/roneneldan/TinyStories
16Trained using https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
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N -gram statistics. We used a distributed map-reduce system to tabulate N -gram counts in the most
naive manner. Using sliding windows of size N and aggregating across train documents, we are able
to compute N -gram counts for all occurring N -grams and store them in SQL databases. (We ignore
those invalid N -grams where ⟨BOS⟩ occurs not as the first token). Note that the number of rows of
such N -gram databases is bounded by at most the size of the training corpus times N .

As an aside, we note that for the analysis in Section 6.1, we used our static N -gram rules computed
from the entire training data. We do not compute statistics based on the training dataset seen up to
the point in training. However, for the purposes of our analysis, this distinction is immaterial (and in
practice, the distinction between two sets of statistics will, for the dominant N -grams, be small with
sufficiently large batch size).

C Additional Approximation-Variance Association Analysis

We provide additional commentary and experimental settings for our analysis in Section 5.

C.1 Full-context vs Subcontext

As noted in footnote 11, there is usually a mismatch between the contexts that N -gram rules and
LLMs receive during training: the latter can receive very long contexts (up to one less than the
number of tokens in a document) while the former typically receives very short contexts (in our case,
up to 7 tokens). Concretely, while a bigram model is trained on consecutive pairs of tokens (c, t), an
LLM is rarely trained so as to optimize p(t|c). Indeed, given a training sequence x, only the target for
the first token of x has context consisting of a single token; the other targets will have more tokens
of context accordingly. Thus, it is unclear how well LLM predictions p(t|c) should match bigram
rule predictions as c varies over the vocabulary set, since LLMs almost always receive c within a
much larger context. More generally, it is unclear how well p(t|C) matches pfull(t|C). Nevertheless,
because in practice LLMs learn how to use context effectively, LLMs manage to learn p(t|C) despite
being optimized for p(t|C̃) with C̃ a context containing C as a suffix.

As a measure of how much training context “dilutes" the LLM ability to learn the bigram distribution,
in Figure 6 we plot the distance between LLM predictions and the bigram rule for two LLMs:
one trained in the usual fashion with full context and one trained with only one token of context
(concretely, a token can only attend to itself in attention layers). In both cases, we have the same
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Figure 6: Comparison with TinyStories bigram model. We evaluate transformer models (trained
with either full context or context length equal to one) on all 22.8K distinct unigrams of TinyStories
and record the corresponding variational distance with the bigram rule. Grouping unigrams based on
count and averaging the variational distances result in the above scatterplots.

pattern of increased count leads to lower rule distance. However, the context length equal to one
transformer has much lower distances since it cannot learn anything else other than the bigram rule.
The difference between the variational differences of the two models is thus a measure of the dilution
an LLM has in learning a bigram rule owing to receiving surrounding context.

As an aside, we note how for both models, a context with low count has difficulty being learned. In
this way, one can regard the inability to learn rules for low count contexts as being due to a failure of
optimization, something that could be addressed in the future by improved optimization methods.
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C.2 TinyStories Unigram Context

We repeat Figure 2 for the simplest case of unigram context. In this case, there is only one rule (the
bigram rule) and so there are only three plots to consider. It turns out also the correlation between
optimal distance and count is slightly stronger than with model variance. However, given the unigram
context case is extreme (in the sense that there is only a single token of context), we treat this case as
an edge case.
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Figure 7: TinyStories 1-grams. Every point in the above plots represents a 1-gram context (all 22.8K
from TinyStories). Shaded regions are plots obtained by bucketing along the x-axis and computing
one standard deviation within the mean along the y-axis. Slope and R2 values of plots are with
respect to the linear fit of the data given by their axes. Optimal rule distances and model variances are
computed with respect to five model runs. (a): model variance vs count of C (b): d(p(t|C), pfull(t|C))
vs model variance (c): d(p(t|C), pfull(t|C)) vs count

C.3 Tinystories Bigram Context

Next, consider the case when there are two tokens of context. To get a more fine-grained analysis, we
consider the case of full-context bigrams, i.e. those starting with the ⟨BOS⟩ token. This is because
such bigrams do not appear within a larger context and so a transformer’s corresponding predictions
are more fair to compare with those of N -gram models (both are trained using equal contexts).
Conveniently, there are only 691 full-context bigrams in this case and so we do not have to randomly
sample a subset.

We will consider the ruleset Rall
2 for which there are three relevant N -gram rules of interest: one

which uses the entire bigram of context (a trigram model), one which uses only the last token (a
bigram model), and one which uses only the first token (the next token distribution of ⟨BOS⟩).17 We
will refer to these as the trigram, bigram, and ⟨BOS⟩ rule respectively.

17It turns out that the ⟨BOS⟩∗ rule (given by R+∗) in Rall
2 never occurs as an optimal rule for full-context

bigrams and so can be ignored in this example.
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Figure 8: TinyStories full-context bigrams. Every point in the above plots represents a full-context
bigram C from among the 691 distinct ones in TinyStories. Points are colored by which N -gram
rule is the optimal rule, among those in Rall

2 , for transformer prediction for the given context. Shaded
regions are plots obtained by bucketing along the x-axis and computing one standard deviation within
the mean along the y-axis. (a): d(p(·|C), ptrigram(·|C)) vs count of C. (b): d(p(·|C), ptrigram(·|C)) vs
trigram-model predictions. (c): Optimal rule distance vs the greater of the bigram count of C and the
unigram count of C−1. (d): Similar to upper right but now the y-axis is optimal rule distance. Five
model runs are used to compute optimal rule distance and model variance.

We plot an analog of Figure 2 for full-context bigrams in Figure 8. Given the small number of rules,
we now color code the optimal rule of each full-context bigram (as indicated by the legend in (b)).
In passing from (b) to (d), we see how the outliers in the upper left of (b) move towards the bottom
once the large distance from the trigram model is replaced with the optimal rule distance. These are
bigrams whose rules are well approximated by bigram or ⟨BOS⟩ rules and are misspecified when
trying to be approximated by the trigram rule. As before, count based correlations in (a) and (c) are
weak as indicated by low R2 values. In (c), we plot a variation in which the x-axis is the maximum
of the count of C and the unigram C−1. What the poor fit in (c) indicates is that whether a prediction
is well-described by a rule is not a simply determined by whether a subcontext of C occurs often.

C.4 Wikipedia 6-gram contexts

We plot the analog of Figure 2 but for contexts consisting of 6-grams from Wikipedia. We also
subsample as before, from logarithmically spaced buckets, for a total of around 6.8K total contexts.
We get nearly identical behavior as with TinyStories. Our approximation-variance association is thus
not specific to small datasets like TinyStories.
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Figure 9: Wikipedia 6-grams. Every point in the above plots represents a 6-gram context. Shaded
regions are plots obtained by bucketing along the x-axis and computing one standard deviation within
the mean along the y-axis. Slope and R2 values of plots are with respect to the linear fit of the data
given by their axes. Optimal rule distances and model variances are computed with respect to five
model runs. (a): d(p(t|C), pfull(t|C)) vs count of C. (b): d(p(t|C), pfull(t|C)) vs model variance.
(c): model variance vs count of C. (d): similar to (b) but now the y-axis is optimal rule distance of
the optimal rule from Rsuffix

6 .

D Rule Performance: Additional Analysis and Examples

D.1 Rule Approximation: A Closer Look

We supplement Table 2 with Table 4 to show how optimal rule distances decrease with increasing
rule strength. This is to preclude a trivial situation in which by having sufficiently many rules (say a
one-hot distribution for every vocabulary token), one can have a ruleset that for any model prediction
always returns an optimal rule with 100% top-1 accuracy! Such coarse rules will not in general yield
small optimal distances however18 and our variational distances decreasing in Table 4 shows that our
rulesets are truly better approximating the predictions with increasing strength.

ruleset / M 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Rall

M 0.738 0.596 0.507 0.433 0.369 0.315 0.273
Rsubgram

M 0.738 0.597 0.512 0.448 0.398 0.361 0.334
Rsuffix

M 0.738 0.598 0.519 0.464 0.425 0.399 0.381

Table 4: Average Optimal Rule distance. We look at the average optimal rule distance with LLM
predictions for rules of varying strength and maximum context length. We compute this average over
each token prediction from 100 random TinyStories validation stories (around 22K tokens total).

18The variational distance between a one-hot distribution and a distribution which is uniform on n tokens is at
least n−1

n
. Thus, whenever an LLM has at least two roughly valid options, we expect a one-hot distribution to be

at least of distance 0.5 from the LLM prediction.
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D.2 Rule Approximation: Another Interpretation

Our rule approximation is formulated as a retrodictive procedure in which after an LLM prediction is
made, one uses the optimization procedure defined in Section 5 to select an optimal rule for describing
the prediction. This retrodictive viewpoint however can be replaced with an alternative interpretation:

Regard the LLM output next-token distribution as a value-vector and each rule prediction as a
key-vector in probability space. We use nearest-neighbors with respect to variational distance to
select the closest key to the given LLM value-vector. This key then becomes the resulting predicted
probability distribution of this joint system of an LLM plus N -gram rules. The joint system is then a
predictive model that forces LLM predictions through a “bottleneck layer" of a small set of N -gram
rules. Our results from Section 7 can be interpreted as saying that such an N -gram bottleneck layer
achieves 78% fidelity with respect to the original LLM predictions on TinyStories as measured by
top-1 accuracy.

D.3 TinyStories

Here we supplement our example in Figure 5 by showing how the smaller rulesets Rsubgram
7 and Rsuffix

7
compare in Figures 10 and 11. As expected, the top1 accuracy between transformer predictions and
optimal rule predictions decrease with smaller rulesets.

D.4 Wikipedia

We present analogous results in Section 7 for a 1.4B model trained on Wikipedia. In Table 5 we
present the analogue of Table 2 (except we go up to maximum context length M = 6). To investigate
sensitiy to the choice of distance measure on probability distributions, for this section, optimal rules
are chosen using the L∞ metric

d∞(p, q) = max
i

|pi − qi| (14)

instead of the variational distance.

The top1-accuracy when using optimal rules from Rall
6 is 64.5%. As with TinyStories, we see

significant gains in accuracy when we increase rule strength. Achieving the number 64.5% (versus
the corresponding 74.0% number for TinyStories from Table 1), perhaps a surprisingly a high score,
is the result of two competing factors: on the one-hand, Wikipedia has a much greater diversity of
N -gram statistics (which makes prediction harder), while on the other hand, the training data has
more N -grams for use by the rules. Note that our reference LLM (a 1.4B model) achieves 50.1%
top-1 accuracy on the 100 validation stories and a train loss of around 2.1 nats at the end of training.

ruleset / M 1 2 3 4 5 6
Rall

M 26.1 41.4 50.5 56.0 60.5 64.5
Rsubgram

M 26.1 40.7 48.6 52.5 55.0 57.2
Rsuffix

M 26.1 40.5 47.7 50.4 51.3 51.9
backoffM 26.1 38.6 43.2 43.3 42.6 42.5

Table 5: Approximation Strength for Wikipedia. We look at the average top1-accuracy between
optimal rule and LLM predictions for rules of varying strength and maximum context length. We
compute this average over each token prediction from 10 holdout Wikipedia sequences each consisting
of 2048 tokens.

We also ground our rule approximation on Wikipedia by providing two concrete examples in Figures
12 and 13.

E Broader Impacts

Large language-models are having significant impacts on society, due to their use as question-answer
tools and natural language generators. A better understanding of such language models will only
serve to improve their capabilities. Our work here presents steps towards a fundamental understanding
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<BOS> ('<BOS>',) 2118438
Once ('<BOS>', 'Once') 1426581
 upon ('<BOS>', 'Once', ' upon') 1258475

 a ('<BOS>', 'Once', ' upon', ' a') 1257566
 time (' upon', ' a', ' time') 1258881

, ('Once', ' upon', ' a', ' time', ',') 976049
 there  in (' upon', ' a', ' time', ',', ' in') 30487

 a (' a', ' time', ',', ' in', ' a') 29850
 small  big (' a', ' time', ',', ' in', ' a', ' big') 7021

 forest (' time', ',', ' in', ' a', ' big', ' forest') 2623
, (' time', ',', ' in', ' a', ' big', ' forest', ',') 2617

 there (' big', ' forest', ',', ' there') 2725
 was  lived (' big', ' forest', ',', ' there', ' lived') 966

 a (' big', ' forest', ',', ' there', ' lived', ' a') 907
 little  rh (' big', ' rh') 351

in (' rh', 'in') 9748
oc (',', ' there', ' lived', ' a', ' rh', 'in', 'oc') 36

eros (' there', ' lived', ' a', ' rh', 'in', 'oc', 'eros') 41
 named , .  named (' rh', 'in', 'oc', 'eros', ' named') 236

 R (' rh', 'in', 'oc', 'eros', ' named', ' R') 93
emy oxy (' named', ' R', 'oxy') 18

. ('in', 'oc', 'eros', ' named') 237
 R (' named', ' R', 'oxy', '.', ' R') 4

oxy (' R', 'oxy', '.', ' R', 'oxy') 8
 was  loved ('oxy', ' loved') 4

 to (' loved', ' to') 546806
 play  climb (' loved', ' to', ' climb') 2524

 trees . (' loved', ' to', ' climb', '.') 485
 One ,  He  She (' loved', ' to', ' climb', '.', ' She') 111

 would ,  climbed  climbed (' loved', ' to', ' climb', '.', ' She', ' climbed') 32
 trees (' to', ' climb', '.', ' She', ' climbed', ' trees') 21

, (' to', ' climb', '.', ' She', ' climbed', ' trees', ',') 19
 rocks (' climb', '.', ' She', ' climbed', ' trees') 21

, ('.', ' She', ' climbed', ' rocks') 1
 and (' trees', ',', ' rocks', ',', ' and') 117

 even  hills (',', ' and', ' hills') 29
. (' trees', ',', ' and', ' hills', '.') 4

 One ,  Still  One ('.', ' One') 846242
 day (',', ' and', ' hills', '.', ' One', ' day') 1

, ('.', ' One', ' day', ',') 717085
 R ,  she  R (' day', ' R') 63

oxy , over oxy (' day', ',', ' R', 'oxy') 17
 saw ,  was  found ('.', ' One', ' found') 3

 a  an (' found', ' an') 14301
 unusual ,  old  icy (' found', ' an', ' icy') 59

 pond ,  lake  hill (' found', ' an', ' icy', ' hill') 2
. (' R', '.') 6

 She ,  He  She (' hill', '.', ' She') 3214
 thought ,  was  had (' icy', '.', ' She', ' had') 6

 never ,  to  never (' had', ' never') 71696
 seen (' hill', '.', ' She', ' had', ' never', ' seen') 11

 it  anything (' hill', '.', ' She', ' had', ' never', ' seen', ' anything') 2
 like ('.', ' She', ' never', ' seen', ' anything', ' like') 1
 it (' She', ' had', ' never', ' seen', ' it') 567

 before (' anything', ' like', ' before') 2
. (' never', ' seen', ' anything', ' before', '.') 1

Predictions
(transformer / rule) Ground truth + Rule distance Rule context count

0.25 0.50 0.75

Figure 10: Rule selection for a TinyStories heldout sequence using Rsubgram
7 . Analogous to Figure

5 but with optimal rule chosen from Rsubgram
7 instead of Rall

7 .

of language models, albeit in a small-scale regime far removed from those relevant for production
systems. Given how far removed our work is from realistic datasets and use cases, we do not anticipate
any direct negative broader impacts of our work.
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<BOS> ('<BOS>',) 2118438
Once ('<BOS>', 'Once') 1426581
 upon ('<BOS>', 'Once', ' upon') 1258475

 a ('<BOS>', 'Once', ' upon', ' a') 1257566
 time (' upon', ' a', ' time') 1258881

, ('Once', ' upon', ' a', ' time', ',') 976049
 there  in (' upon', ' a', ' time', ',', ' in') 30487

 a (' a', ' time', ',', ' in', ' a') 29850
 small  big (' a', ' time', ',', ' in', ' a', ' big') 7021

 forest (' time', ',', ' in', ' a', ' big', ' forest') 2623
, (' time', ',', ' in', ' a', ' big', ' forest', ',') 2617

 there (' big', ' forest', ',', ' there') 2725
 was  lived (' big', ' forest', ',', ' there', ' lived') 966

 a (' big', ' forest', ',', ' there', ' lived', ' a') 907
 little  rh (' big', ' forest', ',', ' there', ' lived', ' a', ' rh') 9

in (' rh', 'in') 9748
oc (',', ' there', ' lived', ' a', ' rh', 'in', 'oc') 36

eros (' there', ' lived', ' a', ' rh', 'in', 'oc', 'eros') 41
 named , .  named (' rh', 'in', 'oc', 'eros', ' named') 236

 R (' rh', 'in', 'oc', 'eros', ' named', ' R') 93
emy oxy (' named', ' R', 'oxy') 18

. (' named', ' R', 'oxy', '.') 11
 R ,  She  R (' named', ' R', 'oxy', '.', ' R') 4

oxy (' R', 'oxy', '.', ' R', 'oxy') 8
 was  loved ('oxy', ' loved') 4

 to (' loved', ' to') 546806
 play  climb (' loved', ' to', ' climb') 2524

 trees . (' loved', ' to', ' climb', '.') 485
 One ,  He  She (' loved', ' to', ' climb', '.', ' She') 111

 would ,  climbed  climbed (' loved', ' to', ' climb', '.', ' She', ' climbed') 32
 trees (' to', ' climb', '.', ' She', ' climbed', ' trees') 21

, (' to', ' climb', '.', ' She', ' climbed', ' trees', ',') 19
 rocks (' climbed', ' trees', ',', ' rocks') 37

, (' trees', ',', ' rocks', ',') 148
 and (' trees', ',', ' rocks', ',', ' and') 117

 even  hills (',', ' and', ' hills') 29
. (' hills', '.') 2155

 One , \n  One ('.', ' One') 846242
 day (',', ' and', ' hills', '.', ' One', ' day') 1

, ('.', ' One', ' day', ',') 717085
 R ,  she  R (',', ' R') 3223

oxy , emy oxy (' day', ',', ' R', 'oxy') 17
 saw ,  was  found ('oxy', ' found') 2

 a  an (' found', ' an') 14301
 unusual ,  old  icy (' found', ' an', ' icy') 59

 pond ,  lake  hill (' found', ' an', ' icy', ' hill') 2
. ('.',) 32885210

 She , \n  She (' hill', '.', ' She') 3214
 thought ,  was  had (' hill', '.', ' She', ' had') 97

 never ,  a  never (' had', ' never') 71696
 seen (' hill', '.', ' She', ' had', ' never', ' seen') 11

 it  anything (' hill', '.', ' She', ' had', ' never', ' seen', ' anything') 2
 like (' She', ' had', ' never', ' seen', ' anything', ' like') 1621
 it (' She', ' had', ' never', ' seen', ' anything', ' like', ' it') 1453

 before (' had', ' never', ' seen', ' anything', ' like', ' it', ' before') 4529
. (' anything', ' like', ' it', ' before', '.') 3577

Predictions
(transformer / rule) Ground truth + Rule distance Rule context count

0.25 0.50 0.75

Figure 11: Rule selection for a TinyStories heldout sequence using Rsuffix
7 . Analogous to Figure 5

but with optimal rule chosen from Rsuffix
7 instead of Rall

7 .
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 , (',',) 153786312
  ,  and  and (',', ' and') 13109555

 the (' and', ' the') 5451532
  front (',', '*', '*', ' front') 12649

 of  toes (' and', ' the', ' front', '*') 2297
 are (' and', ' the', '*', ' are') 23766

 rounded ,  at  partially (' and', '*', '*', ' are', ' partially') 71
 web  joined (' the', ' toes') 1565

.  at (' joined', ' at') 2889
 the (' are', ' partially', '*', '*', ' the') 563

 base (' joined', '*', '*', ' base') 940
. (' base', '.') 32190

 The , \n  F (' base', '.', ' F') 58
inger , acing if (' the', '*', '.', ' F', 'if') 215

teen (' base',) 292972
 pairs ,  of  species ('if', '*', ' species') 117

 have ('.', ' F', '*', '*', ' species', ' have') 47
 been (' species', ' have', ' been') 6744

 described ,  recorded  recorded (' species', ' recorded') 1154
 in (' been', ' recorded', ' in') 7561

 the  Guyana (' in', ' Guyana') 2530
. (' have', ' been', '*', ' in', '*', '.') 3871

\n \n (' in', ' Guyana', '.', '\n') 406
\n \n (' recorded', ' in', '*', '.', '\n', '\n') 2403

The , Black Blue (' in', '*', '*', '*', '\n', 'Blue') 139
- ('Blue', '-') 2562

g , wing and ('.', '*', '*', '-', 'and') 1853
- ('\n', '*', '-', 'and', '-') 1550

white ('-', 'and', '-', 'white') 12636
 stri , ,  swallow (' swallow',) 8529
tail , , , ('and', '*') 1187249
 T , ,  Py ('and', '-', 'white', ' swallow', '*', '*') 37

g ('-', '*', '*', '*', '*', 'g') 26354
os , , oc (',', '*', '*', 'oc') 22864

erc , , hel ('oc', 'hel') 2647
us , aga id (',', '*', 'oc', '*', 'id') 276

on ('oc', '*', 'id', '*') 2766
 nil  cyan ('on', ' cyan') 68

opter , ole ole ('hel', 'ole') 32
uc ('on', 'ole', '*') 64

us a (' cyan', '*', 'a') 346
\n ,  ( \n ('on', ' cyan', '*', '*', '*', '*') 68

\n Black (' cyan', '*', '*', '*', '\n', 'Black') 17
- ('a', '*', 'Black', '-') 203

and coll ('uc', 'a', '\n', 'Black', '-', 'coll') 5
ared ('a', 'Black', '-', 'coll', 'ared') 2

 swallow ('\n', '*', '-', 'coll', 'ared', ' swallow') 8
, ('Black', '-', 'coll', 'ared', ' swallow', '*') 10

 Py ('-', 'coll', 'ared', ' swallow', ',', ' Py') 9
g ('coll', 'ared', ' swallow', ',', ' Py', 'g') 9
oc ('ared', ' swallow', ',', ' Py', 'g', 'oc') 9

Predictions
(transformer / rule) Ground truth + Rule distance Rule context count

0.2 0.4

Figure 12: Rule selection for a Wikipedia heldout sequence. Analogous to Figure 5 but with
optimal rule chosen from Rall

6 and with variational distance replaced with the L∞ metric for measuring
distances between probability distributions.
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  video (' video',) 525296
 game  was (' video', '*') 523787

 released ,  the  directed (' was', ' directed') 43687
 by (' directed', ' by') 309517

 the ,  John  Michael (' video', ' directed', ' by', '*') 1777
 K  Sal (' was', '*', '*', '*', ' Sal') 2195

omon , isbury omon (' directed', ' by', '*', ' Sal', '*') 126
. ,  and  and (' directed', '*', '*', ' and') 4268

 produced  prem (' by', ' Michael', ' Sal', 'omon', ' and', ' prem') 19
iered (' Michael', '*', '*', ' prem', '*') 18
 on (' prem', '*', ' on') 48771

  C (' and', '*', '*', ' on', ' C') 522
MT (' on', '*', 'MT') 1092

 on , V  on ('iered', '*', ' C', '*', ' on') 150
 September ,  May  February ('iered', '*', '*', '*', ' on', ' February') 228

 (' on', '*', ' February', '*') 1620
1 (' on', ' February', ' ', '1') 51089

2 , , 5 ('MT', ' on', ' February', ' ', '*', '5') 1
, (' on', ' February', '1', '*', ',') 14
 (' February', '1', '5', '*', ' ') 3
2 (' ', '1', '5', ',', ' ', '2') 84575
0 ('1', '5', '*', ' ', '*', '0') 193746

1 0 ('5', '*', ' ', '2', '0', '0') 204614
9 , 6 6 (',', ' ', '0') 143834

. (' ', '2', '0', '0', '.') 8555
\n  G ('2', '0', '0', '*', '.', ' G') 1028

avin , ret AC ('0', '0', '6', '.', ' G', '*') 104
 was  cut ('0', '6', ' cut') 6

 the ('.', ' G', '*', ' the') 356
 video ,  album  ending ('.', '*', '*', ' ending') 1971

 theme  of ('AC', '*', ' of') 1926
 the (' the', ' ending', ' of', ' the') 1720

 episode ,  film  video (' cut', ' the', '*') 11411
 for ,  to  out (' the', '*', ' out') 38338

 of  because (' video', '*', ' because') 93
 it  of (' of', ' the', ' video', ' because', '*') 12

 the  its (' the', '*', ' because', ' of', ' its') 1231
 poor ,  proximity  suggestive (' of', '*', ' suggestive') 82

 content ,  of  language (' because', ' of', ' its', ' language') 9
.  Keith (' of', '*') 85900110

 H , ,  tells (' of', '*', '*', '*', ' tells') 1579
 the (' language', ' the') 764

 audience ,  word  audience (' tells', '*') 133164
 that , (' tells', '*', ',') 1548

 "  referring (',', ' referring') 10631
 to (' the', '*', '*', ' referring', '*') 2135

 the  him (',', ' referring', ' to', ' him') 342
 as  shooting (' referring', ' him', '*') 23
 a  the (' to', ' shooting', ' the') 36

 video ,  film  video (' to', '*', ' shooting', ' the', '*') 52
.  as (' to', '*', ' video', ' as') 59

Predictions
(transformer / rule) Ground truth + Rule distance Rule context count

0.2 0.4

Figure 13: Rule selection for a Wikipedia heldout sequence. Analogous to Figure 5 but with
optimal rule chosen from Rall

6 and with variational distance replaced with the L∞ metric for measuring
distances between probability distributions.
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